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Abstract:

The Incident Object Description Exchange Format [IODEF] provides a Reference class used to reference external entities (such as enumeration identifiers). However, the method of external entity identification has been left unstructured. This document describes a method to provide structure for referencing external entities for the [IODEF] Reference class.

Updated the abstract to be IODEF-specific.
Now explicitly points to
IODEF Reference Class
2.1 Reference Name Format

The format of the ReferenceName MUST follow the form of

id_type:version:id

Added "version" to the ReferenceName field format.
Example has been updated to new ReferenceName format.
Full Name: Concept X Identifier  
Abbreviation: CXI  
Version: 1.0  
Specification URI: http://cxi.example.com/spec_url

Added Full Name and Abbreviation to IANA table information.
Open Issues:
1. Need help with IANA Considerations section
2. ???